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based on it theorems on m-uniformization and metrization of fuzzy topological 
spaces are proved. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The fuzzy pseudo metric spaces were introduced and the properties of 
these spaces, both fuzzy topological and fuzzy uniform, were treated in 
[2, 51. We proved that a fuzzy m-uniform space is fuzzy pseudo metrizable 
iff its fuzzy m-uniformity has a countable base (see [S, Theorem 12.31). 
In this paper we first introduce in the fuzzy unit interval defined in [2] a 
fuzzy pseudo metric, the fuzzy topology induced by which is the original 
one. Then theorems on m-uniformization and metrization of fuzzy 
topological spaces are proved. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. p E Ix, where I = [0, 11, is called a fuzzy set on X. 
p1- &~&)4~I(X) VXEX. 
( ) v CL, (xl = s:P ~~L,(x)~ VXEX. c( 
(4 = igf {P,(X)> VXEX. 
i{x) = 1 VXEX. 
O(x)=0 VXEX. 
P”(X) = 1 -P(X) VXEX. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let f: X--t Y, p E ix, v E 1’. 
f(P)(Y) = sup {Ax)}3 f-‘(Y)Zh 
xe”r’(v) 
= 0, f-‘(y)=& 
f-‘(v)(x) = v(f(x)) QXE X. 
DEFINITION 2.3. q; E Ix (0 < a< l), where 
4:(x’) = 4 x’ = x, 
= 0, X’ZX, 
is called a fuzzy point on X (written q). 
DEFINITION 2.4. 5 c Ix, satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) PaEF-VV.PLaEF. 
(2) p*E~,p*E~*p~ A /L2E.9-. 
(3) 1EF, BET-. 
F is called a fuzzy topology on X and (X, 5) fuzzy topological space. 
DEFINITION 2.5. p is called a neighborhood of qo 3v E F (q C v - ,u). 
The system of neighborhoods of q is denoted by Mq. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose for every fuzzy point q on X there exists unique 
Y, c Ix satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) P~Eq~q~PL. 
(4) Q~EE~~vE*Y;(v~ p&Qq’Ev(pE”Ir,.)). 
Then there exists one and only one fuzzy topology F on X such that N, 
defined by F satisfies N4 = “y, Qq (see [4, Theorem 4.31). 
DEFINITION 2.6. (X, F) is said to be T, o Qq (q is closed). 
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DEFINITION 2.7. (X, 5) is said to be regular oVq Vv E 5 such that 
qCv3pclE (qzp’j-k). 
(X, T) is said to be T3 o it is regular and T, . 
DEFINITION 2.8. (A’, 9) is said to be normaloV$ E F Vv E F such 
that /A Av 3~~ EF (p ApL1 + j, iv). 
THEOREM 2.2 (Urysohn’s Lemma). (A’, F) is normaloV$ E F-, v E 5 
such rhat p&v3 continuousf:X-tFI (p+ff’c(L;) &f-‘(I&)+ v) 
(see [2, Theorem 4.21). 
Let (D be the set of all D’s where D: Ix + Ix, satisfying that q E D(q) and 
WV, 14 = Vu D(PL,). 
DEFINITION 2.9. @ c @, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) @Zd. 
(2) DE& and D+ D’E@=sD’E@. 
(3) D,E@, DZe%=D, X D,E%. 
(4) VDEQ 3D’~ui% (D’oD’+ D). 
(5) DEOZ~=D-‘E~. 
@ is called a fuzzy m-uniformity and (X, a) fuzzy m-uniform space (see 
[S, Definition 11.11). 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let d, {q} x {q} + (0, + co), satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(Ia) CI < a0 * d(q;,qz) = 0. 
(Ib) Vr > 0 3a’ > a, (d(q”,qz) < r). 
(11) d(q,q,) = d(qSq;). 
(III) d(q,q,) G d(q,qd + d(q2qd 
d is called a fuzzy pseudo metric on X and (X, d) fuzzy pseudo metric 
space (see (2, Definition 2.61). 
DEFINITION 2.11. d is called a fuzzy metric on X and (X, d) fuzzy metric 
space-d is a fuzzy pseudo metric and satisfies the condition that 
d(qlq2)=O=xl =x2, a,<a,. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let ,k R -+ Z, A f on lo A is nonincreasing on Z, and 
A(t) f a (0 < a -C 1) in any subinterval of 1. 
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DEFINITION 2.13. The fuzzy unit interval is the set of all A’s which 
satisfy the condition that A. J on I and A(t) = 1 Vt < 0, A(t) = 0 Vt > 1 (writ- 
ten FI). 
Note that 1, and 1, are considered to be identical iff A,(t - ) = &( t - ), 
Il,(t+)=i,(t+)Vt. 
DEFINITION 2.14. The fuzzy topology on FI is that which has 
{R,, A L,,: t,, t, E (-co, + a)} as a base. 
3. FUZZY POINTS ON FI 
Let q; be a fuzzy point on FI; for brevity, we use qi, i= 0, l,..., q’, q 
instead of using q& i= 0, l,..., q$, qf, respectively, if no confusion is 
possible. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
t(q) = sup{ t: q fE LT}. 
I(q) = inf{ t: q C RF}. 
Evidently t(q) and T(q) exist and t(q), i(q) E I. 
LEMMA 3.1. (1) R, + L;. 
(2) t, < t,, R,, -Le. 
(3) R, = V,,,, 4.. 
(4) L, = VP< I L,.. 
Proof: Parts (l), (2) are immediate; for (3), (4) we need only note that 
R,(I)(L,(A)), as a function oft, is continuous on the right (left). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. (1) ~3, t(q)J. 
(2) qCR,ot(q)>t. 
(3) qZR,*3r>O (Rlcql--r R,). 
(4) qc - R;o t(q) < t. 
Proof: Part (1) is immediate. 
(2) (a) q 5 R, = a< R,(A) < L;(A) 
=a t < t(q). 
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Since Rl(q)(~) = V,,f(q~ R,(J) G 4 f< t(4). 
(s=) t(q) > t * W(t(q) > t’ > t) 
=a R,(I) 2 L;,(n) > Lx 
345 R,. 
(3) qCR,*t(q)>t 
a 3r (0 < r < f(q) - t) 
*R rcq)-r- 4. 
(4) t(q)Gt-q$R, 
oqcN R;. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. (1) a-7, ?(q)J. 
(2) q 5 L,-?(q) < t. 
(3) q~Lt~3r>O wi(y)+r+ -u. 
(4) qc+ L;d(q)>t. 
The proof is .the same as that in Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.4. t(q) = 2(qc). 
Proof. Since 
Vt(t(q)>t*q5R,+ L: 
* F(qC) z t), 
If t(q) < z(q’), then for t(q) < t < i(q”), CI >, L;(l) > A(t) > R,(1) > tl, hence 
A(t) = tl, a contradiction. 
It follows that t(q) = i(qc). Q.E.D 
4. FUZZY PSEUDO METRIC ON FI 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
P1(4,q2)=max{t(q,)-t(ql),0} 
P2(q1q2)=maxIi(q,)--2(q,), 01. 
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Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. ( 1) a 6 a, 3 d( q;O 4;;) = 0. 
(2) P1(4193)~P1(4,q2)+Pl(q2q3). 
(3) Vr > 0 32’ 2 a0 (p,(qfqy) -=c r). 
Proof: (1) 
(2) See [S, Sect. 4, Example 1). 
(3) pl(q!aq:o) < r, r > 0 *q;O C R,,,;o,. r 
-3a'>ao (q;'C R,,,p,-,) 
* dq%?) < r. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. p2(qlq2) <r, where r > 0 =t+ q1 Z LicyzJ+,. 
The proof is the same as that in Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.4. (1) a < a0 s- p2(q$q;;) = 0. 
(2) PAqlq3) 6 P2cql42) + p2Cq2q3). 
(3) Vr > 0 3a’ b a0 (p2(q;‘q;O) < r). 
The proof is the same as that in Lemma 4.2. 
DEFINITION 4.2. d(qlq2) =max(p,(q,q,), p2(qlq2)}. Evidently 0 G 
4q, 42) 4 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. ( 1) a < a, 3 d( q$q;;) = 0. 
(2) Vr > 0 W > a0 (d(q”,‘qy) < r). 
(3) 4q,q2)=49%7)* 
(4) d(q,q,)~d(q,q*)+d(q,q,). 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, (1 ), (2), (4) are immediate. 
(3) By Lemma 3.4, p,(q;q;)=p2(qlq2) and p2(&C)=p1(qtqd- It 
follows that d(qlq2) = d(q;q;). Q.E.D. 
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From the above theorem, it follows that d is a fuzzy pseudo metric on FI 
and (FI, d) fuzzy pseudo metric space. 
DEFINITION 4.3. B(qOr) = VeiO q, where Q;,, = {q: d(qq,) < r}. 
THEOREM 4.2. B(q,r)= Rlfy+’ A LicqOj+r. 
Proof. 
* pi(4qo) <r, i= 1,2, 
-q5R,,,,,~,&q~Li(Y0,+r (byLemmas4.1and4.3) 
It follows that B(q,r)= Rrcy,,-- A LjcyO)+~. Q.E.D. 
Let Y be the fuzzy topology on FI (see Definition 2.14) and Y-’ the 
pseudo metric topology induced by d. 
Let 9? be {R, A L,:a,b~(-m, +co)} and S?‘={B(qr): qc{q}, 
r>O}. 
LEMMA 4.5. ~43’ is a base of F-. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, B(qr) E F. 
Let R, A Lb~ a. By Lemmas 3.2(3) and 3.3(3), q c R, A Lb implies 
that Jr,, r,>O (R,cqj-rrl - R,& Licqj+rt- Lb). Take r=min{r,, r2}, then 
R t(q)-? A Li(q)+rN R, * Lb. By Theorem 4.2 and [S, Theorem 6.4, 
Corollary], q C B(qr)= RfcqJ--r A Licyj+r-< R, A Lb. 
It follows that S?’ is a base of Y. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 43 F-‘=F. . . 
Proof: By [S, Theorem 6.3, Corollary], 9?’ is a base of Y. Thus Y and 
Y-’ have the same base .W by Lemma 4.5, which implies that 5-’ = ?7. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6. Vt,, t, E Z3q on FI (t(q) = t, and ?(q) = t2). 
ProoJ: 1”. t, < t2. 
q; is constructed as follows: 
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(A) O<t,<tZ<l. Choose& (t<cl<l). Define il(t)=l for t<O, 
E-1 
A(t)=- t+l 
t, 
for Odt<t,, 
1 - 2cr 
I(t)== t+ 
at, + (a - 1) t, 
for t,<t<t,, 
2 I t2 - t, 
A(t)=2 t-s 
2 2 
for t,<t<l, 
and L(t)=0 for t> 1. 
(B) O=t,<t2<1. Choosea(f<a<l). DefineI(t)=l for t<O, 
A(t) = 
1 -M-/I 
12 
t+fi(kip-ca) for O<t<t2, 
A(t)=% t-5 for t,<t6 1, 
2 2 
and L(t) =0 for t > 1. 
(C) O<t,<tz=l.Choosecc(&<a<l).Define~(t)=l fortGO, 
for O<t<t, 
l-cl-/I 
fvt)= 1-t 
t+Nw+~ 
(f<B<a) for t, <t< 1, 
I 1 -t, 
and I.(t) = 0 for t > 1. 
(D) O=t,<t?=l. Choose cc(t<a<l). Define l(t)=1 for t<O, 
~(t)=(1-2/?)t+j?(~</?<a)forO<t<l,and~(t)=Ofort>l. 
Now we prove q; is what we desired only in case (A). Other cases are 
similar. 
Since q;CL;oa<L;(A)=I(t-O)=IZ(t)ot<t,, t(q;)=tl. Since 
q;~R;ocr<R;(/I)=l-I(t+o)=l-A(t)ot>t,, F(qf)=t*. 
2”. t,> t,. 
By 1” 3q (t(q) = t2 and 1(q) = t,), take q”, then qc is what we desired, for 
t(q’) = i(q) = t, and l(qc) = t(q) = t,. 
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3”. t, = t,. 
q; is constructed as follows. 
(A) O<t,=t,<l. Choose cz=$. Define n(t)=1 for t-co, 
A(t)= -$+ 1 
I 
for O<t<t,, 
A(t)= t 
1 
2(t, - 1)-2(t, 
for t,<t<l, 
and A(t)=0 for t> 1. 
(B) t,=t,=O. Choose O<a<l. Define n(t)=1 for t<O and 
l(t) = 0 for t > 0. 
(C) t, = t2 = 1. Choose O<a < 1. Define A(t) = 1 for t < 1 and 
l(t) = 0 for t > 1. We can prove q; is what we desired in the same way as in 
1”. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. (FL a) is m-compact (for m-compactness 
Definition 10.21). 
see [S, 
ProojI Let “q be given. Let (‘)t,, = i(“q) = t(“q’) and (2)tn = t(“q) = 2(“qc). 
Since (‘)t EZ I(‘+ -+ (‘)t E I. Since (‘)t E Z iI( % + (*)t E Z. Evidently 
(‘It + (I;,. iy Lemma 4.6 3q (t(q) = (2)t znd ‘F(q) = (lb). 
{T&e (2)t,, + (2) t, pl(nmlqq) + 0 and p2(“miqcqc) -+ 0. Since (‘)t,, + (‘)t, 
pl(nm~qcqc) -0 and p2(“mlqq) +O. It follows that d(“‘“tqq) +b and 
d(““~q”q”) + 0, i.e., “mlq +m q. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.4. B,: IF’ + IF’ and B,(p) = R,+,, where t= 
sup{s: p 4 L;} (see [3, Definition 93). 
Note that B,‘(p)=L,,+,, where t’=inf{s:pL R:} (see [3, 
Proposition 121). 
DEFINITION 4.5. D,(p) = VeF q, where Q; = {q: 3q’ C p (d(qq’) < r)} (see 
[ 5, Definition 5.11). 
THEOREM 4.5. 0; = D,, where 0; = B, A B;‘. 
Proof (A) Let t = sup{s: q+ L;} and t’= inf{s: q’ R;} then 
t = t(q) and t’ = i(q). 
Evidently t(q) < t. If t(q) < t, then for t(q) <SC t, a 2 L,“(I) > A(s) k 
R,(A) > L;,(A) > a, where s <s’ < t, hence J(s) = a, a contradiction. Thus 
t(q) = 2. 
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Similarly Z(q) = t’. 
PI D:(q) = D,(q) Qq. 
D:(q) = B,(q) A B,-‘(q) [S, Theorem 11.31 
= R l-r * -L+, 
=R t(q)-r A &7)+r ((A)) 
= B(v) (Theorem 4.2) 
= D,(q) [ 5, Theorem 6.11. 
((7 D:(P) = D,(P) QP 
D:(P)= v D:(q) 
YeP 
= v D,(q) t(B)) 
9Eb 
= D,(P). Q.E.D. 
5. WZ-UNIFORMIZATION 
Let (X, F) be fts. 
DEFINITION 5.1. (X, F) is said to be fuzzy m-uniformizable o there 
exists a fuzzy m-uniformity @ on X such that F is the fuzzy topology 
induced by %!. 
Let j X-+ Y. @ is a set of all D’s, where D: Zy --f I’, satisfying that 
q g D(q) and WV, P,) = V, D(A). 
DEFINITION 5.2. (fpl)D:ZX-+ZX, (f-‘)D(p)=f-l(D(f(p)))Qp~ZIX. 
LEMMA 5.1. (1) qE(f-‘)D(q). 
(4) D~,oD,~+ D,,+,,~(f-‘)D,,o(f-‘)Dr2~ WIV’r,+rz. 
Proof 
(1) f(qFW-(q)) ~)qcf-l(D(f(q))J 
=(f-‘P(q). 
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=f-‘(v WW) 
a 
=Vf-‘(WW)=V W’PW 
a z 
(3) q’c CT’P-’ (4) ~qCz(f-l)D(q’C) 
=f -‘(W(q’“))) 
It follows that [(fp’)D]pl(q)=(f-‘)D-‘(q)Vq which implies 
that CW’)Dl-’ (P) = V+, CW1)Dlpl (9) = V,@, (f-‘)D-‘(q) = 
(f -‘I D-‘(P). 
(4) (f-‘Wr,Qf-‘)D,(P) 
=f -‘(D,,(f(f -‘(D,(~(P)))))) 
- f -‘(D,,(D,,(~(P)H) 
- f-‘(Dr,+,,(f(~))) 
=(f-‘)Dr,+r,W 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f: X+ FI. 
Q.E.D. 
(1) 4-f-1(R~)~t(f(qc))=0. 
(2) 4’f-‘w;)~u(q))= 1. 
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Proof: 
(1) 
(2) 4 
4 
LEMMA 5.3. p -5 
f -‘t&d -f(q) - R; 
(by CS,Theorem3.2(6)]) 
(byLemma3.2(4jrf(fC(q)) 6 O 
- t(f(@)) = 0. 
(by[5,Theorem3.2(2)]) 
iixGx$~f’“(q)~ 3 ’ 
at(f(q)) = l. 
D(p), where D E 42, a fuzzy m-uniformity. 
Q.E.D. 
ProoJ If q4 p, then D(q) - D(p). Since q C D(q), q C D(p). Thus 
P’< D(P). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.3. (X, Y) is said to be completely regular o VP EY-, 
qCp3 continuousjX-+FI (qdf-‘(Ly) &f-‘(R,)+ p). 
THEOREM 5.1. (X, .F) is completely regular * (X, F) is regular. 
Proof: Let ~1 E9 and q C p. Then by complete regularity of (X, Y), 3 
continuous f: X+FI (q+f-‘(Ly) & f--‘(R,)+p). By [2, Lemma 
3.1(4)], L; 2 R, 4 L;i R,, where 0~ t < 1. By [2, Lemma 3.1(2)], 
q~f-l(LT);f~‘(R,)~f~‘(L~);f-‘(R,)~ p, take v=f -I’. 
Thus v E Y and V+ f ~ ‘(LF) =f’ -‘(L;), for f’ is continuous. It follows 
that qCv--- VS p. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Fuzzy m-Uniformization). (X, F) is completely regular 
o it is fuzzy m-uniformizable. 
Proof. (a) Let IZ,;, = (f -‘) D,, where j X-+ FI, is continuous, and 
D,, r > 0, is a member of the m-uniformity induced by d on FI. 
Let 3 = {EL,: f, r > 0}, then by Lemma 5.1, ~8 is a subbase of a fuzzy 
m-uniformity on X, written g. And let F’ be the fuzzy topology induced 
by %! on X. 
Now we prove Y-’ = Y as follows: 
Suppose J$,, J”b are families of neighborhoods of q, induced by Y-, Y-‘, 
respectively. Then {E,-,(q): E,-;, E &} is a subbase of JV~ (see [S, Theorem 
11.33). 
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Given E,.,(q). Since f is continuous at q (see [5, Theorem 8.3]), and 
D,( f(q)) is a neighborhood of f(q) (see [S, Theorem 6.1; Theorem 6.4, 
CorollaryI, 3~~4 U(P)- D,(f(q))). Thus ~+f~‘l(f(~L))+ 
f -‘(D,(f(q))) = EL,(q), h ence EL,(q) E Nq, which implies JV~ c Nq. 
Let p E Nq and p E Y-, then q C p. By complete regularity of (X, Y), 
3f: X-+ FI (f continuous 8z q+ f -I(,%;), f-l(&) 4 p). Take EL,(q). 
Thus q'~E~,(q)~f(q')~D,(f(q))=B(f(q)l)~ R,cf(c,)j-~ by C5, 
Theorems 3.2(6), Theorem 6.11 and Theorem 4.2, which implies t( f (4’)) > 
t(f(q)) - 1. By Lemma 5.2(2), t( f(q)) = 1. Therefore t( f(q’)) > 0. By 
Lemma 3.2(2), f(q’) C R,, hence q’ S f -I(&) - p by [ 5, Theorem 
3.2(5)]. Thus q’ C p. From above EL,(q) ---< /J, it follows that p EN;, which 
implies Mq c Ni. 
Finally, Nq = Jfb Vq. By Theorem 2.1, Y’ = 9. 
(c=) This proof is similar to that of [3, Theorem 151 with a few 
modifications only. We state it here for completeness. 
Let q C pe Y-, where Y is the topology induced by m-uniformity @. 
Then 3 symmetric D,E@ (D,(q)+ p) (see [S, Theorem 11.3, Lemma 
12.11). By [S, Lemma 12.11 and the same construction as in [3, Theorem 
91, 3 symmetric D,E@ (D,oD,oD,--i Dn--l, n>l). Define #,=O,, 
l/2” < r < l/2” + I, for O<r< 1 and dr=D,, for r>l. For O<r< 1, define 
Er= v dr,o4rzo .‘. 04rlr’ 
X:1(=,‘,=’ 
then E, is symmetric, E, E @‘, E, 0 E,. + E, + Ti, and E, 4 c+hzr 4 D, (see [3, 
Theorem 91). 
Let pL,=E,(pC) and v,=p;. Since @- pr- Do($) = D;‘(p’)- (q)‘, 
where (4)’ denotes the complementary set of q, p + v, + q. And 
E, (E,Jp’)) -+ E,, .(/.P), which implies E&) ---< ,ur+ rl, which implies in 
turn E,(v,+,,)= Erpl(v,+,,)~ v,!. 
Define f(x)(r)=v,(x), where O<r< 1, then f(x)EFI, for vrfr,A 
Er(vr+r,)~ vr,, by Lemma 5.3. And q- /jr<, v,= f -‘(L;), 
f -l(Ro)=V,>ov,+ P. 
By Theorem 4.6, B, K B;’ is a base of metric m-uniformity on FI. 
Since f -‘(R,)=V,,, v, and fp'V;)=A.,,v,, E,,Afp'(W)+ 
EE,2(vt-E,4)+ v,-(~/~),- LP-, = f-'(LJ = f-'(B,Wh Given 
VEP, then since B,(f(v))=R,-,=B,(L;) and f(v)+ L;, v- 
f -‘(f(v)) 4 f ?L;), hence EE12(v) + K&f ?L;)) ---( f ?B,(L:)) = 
ieT:j(f(v))). Similarly E&v)-if’(B;‘(f(v))). Take v=q’, then 
E/2 - f - (B,(f(q’))) A f - (B,‘(f(q’))) = f-‘(BAf(q’)) * 
B;‘(f(q’)))=f -‘(B, 7; B,‘(f(q’))) ( see [S, Theorem 11.3]), which 
implies f(E,,,(q’)) - B, A B; ‘( f (4’)). Thus f is continuous at q’ (see [S, 
Theorem 11.3]), hence f is continuous by [S, Theorem 8.31. Q.E.D. 
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6. METRIZATION 
Let (X, 5) be a fuzzy topological space. 
DEFINITION 6.1. (X, Y) is said to be fuzzy (pseudo) metrizable e there 
exists a fuzzy (pseudo) metric d on X such that Y is the fuzzy topology 
induces by d. 
LEMMA 6.1. (X, F) is regular and CI1 = 3 { (v,, ,M~): n = 1, 2 ,... }, where 
v,, p,,EF such that V,,i ,a,, andVqZpEE3n (qEv,,+ V,A p,,~ p). 
The proof is the same as that in [6, Sect. 10.11. 
LEMMA 6.2. (X, Y) is regular and C,, * it is normal. 
Proof: Given vc, ~1 EF and v --< p. By regularity and C,, of (X, Y), 
3V,ES (v4 vnv, & v,- v,-p), 3p”EF (PCS V,& & pL,+ 
ji, 4 v’). Let v; = v, A (VmGn j&J” and PL:, = pL, A (V,,,<,, V,)‘. v; - ji; - 
Pil - PZ for m 6 n. With the same reason PL:, - vf for m > n, which 
implies & + v;. Thus vi --< pz for all m, n. From this it follows that 
v, v:, - A, PZ = o/n PX. 
On the other hand ,I& 4 vc, V;,” ,uVn. Since q+ v*Vn (q5ji;) & 32, 
(q 5 v,J * q e v& =z. q !Z V, v;, v 2 V, v; E Y. Likewise $2 V, ,ui. 
It follows that V, v: - (V, &,)‘s p and (V, v;) 2 p for (V, pi)” is 
closed. Take *v = V, vi, then *v E Y and v A *v ---< *VA p. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.1 (Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem). (X, F) is T, and 
C,, * it is fuzzy metrizahle. 
Proof: 1”. The definition of d 
By Lemma 6.1, 3(v,,p,) and V;,- P,,E~. By Lemma 6.2, (X, Y) is 
normal. Thus by Urysohn’s lemma, 3 continuous f,: X+ FI 
(V,- f;'(L;)&f;'(R,)+ ,uL,). Define 
where d is the fuzzy pseudo metric on FI. 
d has the property (*): 
Vr>O MAPLE N, (q’G *p=~-j(q’q) < r), where Nq is the family of 
neighborhoods of q induces by Y. 
We prove it as follows. 
Given r > 0, choose N such that C,“= ,+. +i (l/2”) < r/2. For 1 < n < N, by 
continuity of f,, 3~~4 (q'~~L,~d(fn(q')fn(q))<r/2N) (see C% 
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Theorems 8.1, 8.2, 8.31). Take *p= jjy,u,,, then *~LEX~. Thus q’G *p* 
Vl<n<N 
(9’ l+ PL,) * &‘d = c N Mn(q’)fn(q)) + f 4fn(4’) fn(4)) 
n=l 
2” 
fl=Nfl 2” 
< f 4fn(q’)f”(q)) + -f 1 \ 
fl=l 2” n=N+I 
2”<N&N+;=r. 
2”. 2 is a fuzzy pseudo metric on X. 
The condition III is immediate, and for the proof of the conditions I,. II, 
we need only note that f(q;) = qyczj and fc(q) =f(qc). 
The condition I, is proved as follows: 
Consider S(qr) = VQ q’, where Q = (q’: $q’q) < r}. It is easy to show 
that q’ c s(qr) * q’ E Q and q’ E Q * q’ 4 s(qr). 
Now by property (*) of 2 in l”, given r>O, 3*p~E~. And q’Z *pa 
3(4’4) < r * 4’ + s(qr) Vq’, it follows that *p - s(qr). Thus q 5 *p * q 5 
s(qr) * 3~ > c1 (4;’ 5 s(qr)) * q!‘E Q 3 a(qfq) < r. Thus I, holds. 
3”. The metric topology induced by 2 is the original one. 
Let Y’ be the metric topology and JV”~ the family of q induced by 5’. By 
[S, Theorem 6.4, Corollary] { B(qr): r > 0} is a base of Mb. 
Given B(qr), then by property (*) of d in 1’) 3*~ E Mq (q’ 5 *p * 
z(q’q) < r). By [5, Theorem 6.21, a(q’q)< r implies q’ 5 B(qr), hence 
*p 4 B(qr). It follows that B(qr) E Xq, which implies JV~ c J$. 
GivenpEJ$andpeE, thenbyLemma6.1,3(v,,pL,) (qE-v,NV,G 
CL, - p) and If, continuous (V, - f;‘(LT) & f;‘(R,) + CL,). 
If q’ Z p”, then q’ c p; + lY~‘(&)1”=f~‘(&$ hence ~(fn(q’c))=O by
Lemma 5.2( 1). Since q c v, 4 V, 4 f;‘(LE), t( f,Jq)) = 1 by Lemma 
5.2(2). Thus 4fn(4”) L(q)) 2 dLW) fM) = 1, which implies 
d(f,(q’“) f,(q)) = 1. Therefore z(q’“q) 2 l/2” which implies q’” $ B(q( 1/2n)) 
by [S, Theorem 6.21, which implies in turn q’d B”(q(1/2”)). It follows 
that pc - B’(q( l/2”)), hence B(q( l/2”)) - p. Thus p E Jf;, which implies 
h+v”~. 
From the above we have proved that J+$= JV~ Vq. Therefore by 
Theorem 2 1 Y = Y’. . > 
4”. d is a fuzzy metric on X. 
By [2, Theorem 4.31, 2 is a fuzzy metric on X, for (X, Y) is T, . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. (X, F) is regular and Cl1 * it is fuzzy pseudo metrizable. 
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